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INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS BUILT 

FOR CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS

GUARANTEED TOUGH. ALWAYS COMFORTABLE. 

Increase your comfort with the first ever

“Molded Air‐Channel Comfort System” 
This unique patent protected design provides comfort, support and ventilation. 

B145 – CARPENTER’S TRIPLE TOOL BELT 

One of our most popular tool belts is the carpenter's triple pouch combo. It features a sturdy yet 
comfortable support belt and is loved by everyone who uses it. In addition this combo includes three 
pouches and a hammer holster. Between the two pouches you have 16 pockets in varying sizes in 
order to accommodate all of your tools and supplies from nails and utility knives to hammers and 
measuring tapes. The large third pouch is perfect for storing your supplies for those long jobs. 

Also recommended are our air-channel 
suspenders. 
 
Includes: 
B101 - Carpenter's Tool Pouch 
B102 - Carpenter's Seven Pocket Pouch 
B103 - Single Pouch 
B602 - Hammer Holster 
B604 - Tape Clip 
B400 - Molded Air-Channel Tool 
Support Belt 



 

B240 – ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL BELT COMBO 

This tool belt combo is built with the electrician in mind. Like our other tool belt combos it features 
our padded support belt. This belt features two pouches that count a total of 27 different pockets. 
The electrician tool pouch is designed for all of your smaller tools and even has a tape chain on it. 
The nine pocket pouch has larger pockets for carrying larger tools and supplies. 

 
 
Includes: 
B201 - Electrician Tool Pouch 
B202 - Nine Pocket Pouch 
B602 - Hammer Holster 
B604 - Tape Clip 
B400 - Molded Air-Channel Support Belt 

Also recommended are our air-channel suspenders.

B606 – MOLDED AIR CHANNEL SUSPENDERS

Our popular padded suspenders are purchased by almost everyone who purchases one of our tool 
belts or a combo. These tool belt suspenders easily clip onto the sturdy metal rings that are built into 

our molded air-channel support tool belts. 

Includes:
Adjustable Thick Molded Foam Shoulder Pads

Air-Channels to Provide Ventilation
2" Wide Adjustable Nylon Straps

Leather Crossover Divider
Heavy Duty Spring Hooks that attach to the rings

on the Molded Air-Channel Belts 
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